Futura a language of words not yet come. A difference on getting meaning.
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Paragraph 1
1. for the traders there is income above bottom payrate when they get access to the three planets
daily visible.
2. the defense of the world will fail when the root of the plant is in decay.
3. the jewels of the east are the source of getting an alliance.
4. the sources of the light are endowed with intelligence.
5. any godhead will fail when the sun turns blue.
6. Reason the war for emotion is failing when the plants are getting black.
7. the planets will be governed when the emperor is failing.
8. Gold and silver the price for the slaves of the higher country.
9. There is no access to the machines ruling the species.
10. A global level of light is visible when the stars fail.
11. A mouth full of water is source of the washing.
12. All lions gather when the cubs are in danger.
13. For those seeking gold, a high elf is granting their magic.
14. As music guides the holy, there is no sound of wisdom in
the times of prime rule.
15. As time enrolls there magic, there is sand in the wheel.
16. As desert rules the planet, the waters are sold.
17. Clouds of black rain, are in the hands of a master.
18. Green and Blue the colors of the wise, who is granted position.
19. Gold as the level of trade for scaling the products.
20. Sanskrit the language telling about the wise old sages.
21. For the hands in reigning kings call about the future.
Parapgraph 2
1. The treasury is destroyed with ease of a finger.
2. The gold is useless to fight a star.
3. A country offers freedom to all slavery and reigns.
4. When magic enters chemistry the horn of abundance is found.
5. A glance on silver lining gives words to a cause.
6. When gold is used for counting, the words reach the stars.
7. Sand on the beach gives many monsters a place to live.
8. Diamonds trades for slaves the easy way to win a war.
9. the wand of the high elve grants his wisdom.
10. No war no conflict, says the magician source of mind.
11. Television shows the far future without reasons.
12. We call them gods, untill one mistake is granted.
13. Angels are in color to each nation as source of wonders.
14. Each planet rules by a king, looses their rights when
the cup is filled with bitter source.
15. Stars are born in a fashion of gravity.
16. Granted a future, they seek for happiness.
17. Chemistry source of time, gives wounds the healing of
invisible waters.

Paragraph 3
1. Sands of time gives stars light.
2. Diamonds for kings are traded by queens.
3. atoms like the machines governing time get full with light.
4. Atoms as the robotics get their energy by magic.
5. no parts visible get visible by looking.
6. As the light governs the planets they loose light when in war.
7. as light gets blue there is no color in the sky.
8. as time expensive for living grants the price to be paid .
9. stars get white when the waters are getting sour.
10. As life follow the path of steps, the universe is failing.
11. As the night is not black, we get the price of stars granting solar orbs.
12. We count on visible plants, when failing their roots.
13. the stars get to each other by light.
14. No paths through the universe are seen by steps.
15. light of the core is failing the result.
16. the reigning emperor said haste is near.
17. a monster was in my home getting money.
18. i bought a tree and was with wonder.
Paragraph 4
1. The queen was in wonder for the green lantern
2. The king was with fear for the blue orb.
3. No emperor was named in the book fo stars.
4. The thirst broke their lines.
5. a golden color was in the chest of money
6. For the line of money was in diamonds
7. The princess lost in virtual worlds was found.
8. The king bought his son at the market.
9. A missing son was cause of heroism.
10. the line of a musicplay was in the name.
11. as the atom was ruling the country its was light.
12. no sky was limited in the path through space.
13. the relationship with stars gives light.
14. the demiurg was found and captivated.
15. the light of the gods is living in the houses with cause.
16. seconds away from total disaster or blessing.
Parapgraph 5
1. The diamond was source of light
2. The gold was source of might.
3. The silver source of words showed light.
4. words give source to vice and foul.
5. words give result to good and just.
6. in the house there was water.
7. bloodlines give their grace.
8. In grief i was for loosing life.
9. by word and light i reached the goal.
10. the end of time, justified living.

11. No end was granted to the steps of eternity.
12. Poems of wisdom guided the paths.
13. futures told in past living of times
Paragraph 6
1. The sun in light is diminshed after the steps go front.
2. The moon lacks wisdom and the monsters seek prey.
3. The earth will turn and the world will grow.
4. The diamonds give their trade to the demons.
5. No weapons stand the word of silver truth.
6. the lines of blood are in the hands of heaven.
7. The energy consultant gives the greed.
8. The line of blue is turned to dust.
9. End of the line is a term in space.
Paragraph 7
1. the stars are in heaven as persons on earth.
2. the stars buy their trust and grow to surity.
3. as the light grows to red we turn to blood.
4. The road is by second guess the road to sweet trust
5. as the money is granted we buy the kingdom.
6. as diamonds in our heads we build the willpower.
7. there is the path to greed as trusted for money.
Paragraph 8
1. When the rains start to fall with fire, the end line is to recur in light
2. No war is in conflict with the last and final sound
3. For blue in the sky is as water on earth
4. Greed is the suffering of low image
5. Granting the cow to be milked is granting earth to grow.
6. A war in prophecy is by sign of a saint
Paragraph 9
1. The war will end when all soldiers are fled
2. The cause of the pearl is in the end of time
3. The iron fastway is operated by the sands
4. As the ground is wet the fighters will flee
5. The road is unblemished by the perls in store.
6. As the stars bow in reverence the roads are made visible.
7. No paths vanish just by keeping voice.
8. The pearls bought by queens will give value
9. The pearls in the oceans always found give treasure.
10. As the diamonds in the hands of kings, always shine as lamps.
11. The diamonds of eastern shores are bought by the emperor.
12. Emperors choice to act without will power.
13. The pearl in the queens hands gave the glance of high value
14. As the tides rise the waters of time give energy to all thirsty.
15. No sources are keeping visible after the price is paid.
Paragraph 10

1.In the sand of time secrets hold their power
2. Light in the eye is source of intelligence
3. When life fails one seeks refuge
4. creatures bought serve as slaves
5. Freedom in the eye of the master frees many.
6. The pearls in the ocean are to be found at daylight.
7. Diamonds in the air are like electrons found in sand
8. Creatures flee at sign of war and famine.
9. The compass of time directs to the beginning of the line.
10. Instruments of time supercede all forbidden insights.
11. The blue kind of trees are found at large distance.
12. Flowers of unnatural kind are sought in clear fashion.
13. Children hold the secret to bearing the cross.
14. Kingdoms of heaven are found at the doorstep of the quest for eternity.
15. My possesions are sold at trade-level.
16. Sought and found are the blue colored ropes.
17. Looking for grace i found mercy.
18. Seeking refuge many names appeared.
19. Meaning in a different language.
20. Symbols hidden in the ground, found by contemplation.
21. Granted refuge i bought my service.
22. The grounds bear fruit at waters end.
Paragraph 11
1. the cube holds uncommon technology.
2. Triangles end gives magic
3. Solar orb grants warmth to natural creatures.
4. Looking the glass went dark
5. when in violation i caused freedom
6. By law the agent was freed.
7. Sand in the eye gives nescience.
8. high value as the price was sold.
9. Granted light i sought intelligence.
10. Violation freed all oppresors.
11. dark sentences in the eye of the moon.
12. The silver moon leading a dark age to visions.
13. Turning the wheel i found the car.
14. Small and vivid nature became visible after filter of dust.
15. The gypsies called the gnomes for regulations.
16. There was an air in the eye of the elve.
17. Secrets in the powers hold their dynasties.
18. The dragon was commanded to save the nation.
19. In ancient past decisions of eternal nature.
20. In the future the sands are time and its instruments.
Paragraph 12
1. Gifts of uncoomon kind are found local.
2. Gifts are bought at the current price.
3. The emperor looks at the light.
4. Light in the eyes give wisdom.

5. From far away, friends fly as angels.
6. The compass shows the goal.
7. Silent prayer as task provided.
8. symbol of mates nears gods.
9. Sands are uncommon in space.
10. Water is pure in soul.
11. scattered are the vagabonds in space.
12. Missions of planetary fields are bound by rules.
13. No contact nears the invisible kind.
14. Humans in space hold vast empires.
15. A small signal of prayer, consists.
16. Virtue at the path to goodness.
17. Awareness of both good and bad, suffer, and happyness.
18. Near the gods the names are holy.
19. Three upanishads provide mercy of saints.
20. Three angels provide shining of the Lord.
21. Statues grant light in life.
22. Holy names give glances on wisdom.
23. Wisdom source of life.
Paragraph 13
1. Statues of angels give grace
2. names of angels asked for support
3. at life’s end the movie shows virtue, devotion or grace.
4. immersed i found the gods of all times.
5. in self-sacrifice and service for heaven.
6. Brahman as mate fullfills.
7. service for the gods are in His hands.
8. Work, Fruit, Upkeep, segregated responsability.
9. Uncommon tasks are upkept by grace.
10. Life’s end movie, shows all, both real and unreal.
11. life’s end justifies either good, bad or service.
12. the hand as a pen in hands of the high command.
13. full celibatic vow, full service to Gods, are entrance.
14. As a call of religion, writer at hand, the wisdom of ancients.
15. High command serves religion among sciences.
16. Public Domain, for heaven’s service.
17. Quarrel about origins give blue dynasty.
18. uncommon in the hands of the experts.
19. a diamond to appear costs light of a hundred years.
20. a jewel to get known gets prayers of a tenfold years.
21. life at source gets feelings for dearness.
22. life at purpose is eternal fruits.
23. Found the gold, i sold at my price.
24. Found the silver i made symbols of eternity.
25. Buying coins of no value but a religious sign.
26. abjecting love i found the relation with gods.
27. serving the gods, they maintained life.
28. patriotism, the only reward heaven afterwards.
29. collecting art, i became guardian of culture.
30. collecting religion, i became devoted.

31. a reason to live, the art of gods.
32. quest for life gets at Brahman.
33. abolished the world i found virtues, abolished wishes found service.
34. Asking a gift, i found a source.
35. Asking education, i found daily treasury.
Paragraph 14
1. Light from three sources is the vessel to light
2. no invisible meaning is always invisible.
3. existence counts.
4. plight endures all moments.
5. Task leaves the name forever
6. Gods battle for virtues
7. At pureness of heart, the angels get near.
8. sacrificing relation, fame, riches giving eternal fruit.
9. the poem of life is the code to evralasting instruments.
10. sold the existence, received the grace of wisdom.
11. deceived family, vice entered the garden.
12. the choice for goodness, gives the fruits of happiness.
13. At teenage falled out the nest, catched by religion.
14. Full upbringing, gives calmness always.
15. a crown each year, they say of goodness.
16. no blue blood, yet turned to grace.
17. by law being misled, they used for fame.
18. the father told the son the same kind of tree.
19. Emotions give direction to bond in safety.
20. the vows being protected, the servant feels helpless.
21. Devotion as the source, was criticed by ignorants.
22. Trusting the Lord, i felt insecure, and in fear, yet every moment existed.
23. Without answer, i asked all subject for the Lord.
24. Being subservient to the goal, i found the leaders.
25. with no voice, but words, i was an instrument.
26. Choices are bound by neccesity, but prayer always possible.
27. A path in space, the stars bound by grace, i received intention.
28. Time is an instrument, no one grasps.

Paragraph 15
1. Virtues reach heavens.
2. Each level, trancended upwards gives next level.
3. The saint of a level, a level above is appointed.
4. The staircase, climbed, i reached the highest godhead.
5. Each role appointed a saint, surpassed appointing above.

6. Wished egotistic deeds, i became victim of it.
7. All roles, put to Brahman, How fullfills life.
8. All names point to hierarchy.
9. human body, attains goal by work.
10. Human soul, attains goal by unity and surrender.
11. By forbearance one grows to high level.
12. By prayer one trancends all saints.
13. Unity with reality, who asks lessons
14. Rented the body, i experienced Brahman.
15. As long one has the body, lessons taken as identity.
16. Which prayer trancends life and trancends reality.
Paragraph 16
1. The tree was with wonder for the waters.
2. The sheep called the dog fighting the wolf.
3. Lionscubs, run for safety.
4. A diamond in hands, found the Creator.
5. Power by riches, fame and offspring were discarded.
6. Life-ordeal gave blessing of a new source.
7. Demonized i bought a musical play.
8. In love with a girl, i sublimed to the gods.
9. The artisan bought my art at current price.
10. Which godhead asks my devotion.
11. Pearls of bitter life trades high price.
12. By forbearance the virtue was reached.
13. Serenity in the eye of the storm.
14. Sands of time give monuments and decay.
15. Solving the riddle, gave a time full of labor.
16. Taking the vow, my life was saved.
17. Protecting my relationship many asked her form.
18. No virtues are by vice and evil.
19. The snake battled for evil and vice.
20. Remember birth and goodness.
21. Greet each other with awareness.
22. By work one gets reward.
23. At prayer the gods come to support.
24. Accepting reality i bought my sources.
25. Wisdom the tradelevel of goodness.
26. Serving a high principle, i was with grace.
Paragraph 17
1. Energy at source costs money.
2. Worlddecay gives silver as trade.
3. World-disease gives power to the individual by a bitter medicine.
4. The flower was taken for a crown.
5. Subservient to others, the fight was with no power.
6. Enslaved to an ideal, i found the gem of goodness.
7. My robotic friends, cared for all households.
8. Preventing a fight i choose the right side.
9. The light in the eye, seeked many forms.

10. Holy scriptures of many kinds, hidden in the realm of sleep.
11. Sleepers, solve many problems, by observing and forgetting.
12. In the dark without light, the sleepers fulfill their service.
13. In daylight the labor is with hands and feet.
14. By seeking the quest for religious sources, many paths were walked.
Paragraph 18
1.Leonardo Vinci, bought art at sources.
2.Tesla, bought technology at sources.
3. Einstein, caught the formula at lightspeed.
4. Eternal light is invisible by nature.
5. Changes of form gets analysed.
6. A visible appearance, guides the path.
7. Many friends caught their existence on earth.
8. Wisdom by nature, gives words to happiness
9. Virtues of higher kind, receives reward of uncommon form.
10. A relationship, given up granted goals of religious nature.
11. Diamonds, given by trade, give meaning after large times.
12. silver lights, grant stars the virtue of high sides.
13. Music the entrance to a better world.
14. Drawing my form gave sight on species.
15. There was no light, at the sources of water.
16. Creating by source, trancended the creator.
Paragraph 19
1. Ethic and morale are arguments always winning a war.
2. Pain and suffering a coin traded at vice.
3. spoken free, i received the godly blessing.
4. Law at source the ordeal of the lord, his speaking free or convict.
5. Without prayers i sought the abode.
6. By prayer i felt close to God.
7. All dimensions mentioned i sought for Brahman.
8. Investigation lost its morale, by verbal tantalizing, using all sources, including devotion.
9. For they brought a chaste and pure one to sin, gave them the ordeal of the angels.
10. Abraham was promised, the direct judgement of angels by sodomy in all times.
11. By virtue i received the attention of the Lords.
12. By prayer i received the ordeal of all the gods.
13. measuring by law i was restricted in my devotion.
14. Granting basic rights to others i received respect.
15. Without free will i attended the work of the Lord.

